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Please reply to: Matt Deakin 
  

Date: 28th September 2015 

 
Dear Mrs Feeney, 

RE: Mid Suffolk Revised Draft Community Infrastructure Levy Charging Schedule – Examination 

I refer to your letter dated 10th September 2015 in which the Examiner has asked for clarification on a 
number of matters outlined below.  

1. What differential rates for housing does the Council now consider appropriate for residential 
development? 

Following the Council’s previous letter dated 26th August 2015, the Council considers that the CIL 
residential rates from the original Draft Charging Schedule are appropriate (following the outcome of the 
recent West Berkshire Judgment). This is to say that the proposed residential CIL charges are: 

Residential development (1-14 dwellings) – Low zone - £75/sqm 

Residential development (15+ dwellings) – Low zone - £50/sqm 

Residential development – High zone - £115/sqm 

Strategic sites - £0/sqm 

2. What is the specific justification for setting the rates proposed having regard to the viability 
evidence? 

 
Mid Suffolk Affordable Housing Policy as set out in the Mid Suffolk Local Plan First Alteration Affordable 
Housing Policy H4 (July 2006)1 requires up to 35% on site affordable housing for sites as follows:  
 

             
1
 http://www.midsuffolk.gov.uk/assets/UploadsMSDC/Economy/Strategic-Planning-Policy/Local-Plan/Local-Plan-Mid-Suffolk/Local-Plan-

AlterationAffordable-Housing.pdf 
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 In Stowmarket or Needham Market (low zone): 15 dwellings or more / sites of 0.5 Ha of gross 

site area; and 

 Rest of Mid Suffolk (high zone): 5 dwellings or more / sites of 0.17 Ha of gross site area.  

The PBA Viability Study (October 2014) (document reference S-7) undertook broad CIL testing and 
used scenarios of 1, 5, 10, 25 and 50 house scenarios. In each case a significant CIL viability buffer of 
approximately 60 - 70% was identified, demonstrating that there is no risk to viability across the various 
potential development sizes.   
 
15 dwellings was selected as the appropriate point at which to change the rate charged in the low zone 
because it mirrors the need to deliver on-site affordable housing. The development appraisals 
accompanying the PBA report in Appendix B can be used to illustrate the impact on viability of a 
developer having to either a) contribute towards affordable housing through means of a commuted sum 
or b) provide affordable housing on site. The appraisals clearly show that overall the cost of providing 
affordable housing on site is significantly more  than paying a commuted sum.  

 

3. Have the rates now promoted by the Council been subject to consultation? 

Yes, the rates proposed by the Council are as they were in the Draft Charging Schedule (Nov 2014) 
which was subject to previous consultation in accordance with the CIL Regulations. All representations 
from that consultation are before the Examiner. 

4. Council views upon BCIS report ‘Housing development: the economics of small sites – the 
effect of project size on the cost of housing construction’ (August 2015). 

 
The BCIS research paper, ‘Housing Development: The economics of small sites – the effect of project 
size on the cost of housing construction’2, was compiled on behalf of The Federation of Small 
Businesses (August 2015). The paper sets out that based on research undertaken by BCIS build costs 
expressed in £ per sq m for all residential schemes of 10 units or less are on average 6% higher than for 
larger developments. The paper argues that there is no evidence that increased build costs for small 
schemes are taken into account when assessing viability for CIL rates.  

 
PBA acknowledges that build costs for small schemes are higher than those for larger schemes, and 
indeed this has been reflected in PBA’s paper, ‘Babergh & Mid Suffolk Community Infrastructure Levy 
Viability Study - Response to Additional Examiners Questions’ 3 (document reference PS2 in the 
evidence base library). In light of the awareness of higher build costs PBA’s paper mirrors BCIS’s ‘1-3 
dwellings’ £ per sq m build costs for schemes of up to 10 units – not just for 1 or 2 unit developments. 
The paper states at para 2.4.3 that,  

 
‘Although BCIS considers any scheme over 3 units to be ‘estate housing’, we have 
made the assumption that the build costs for the 1, 5 and 10 unit schemes will be in 
line with BCIS build costs for ‘one-off’ detached housing of 3 units or less. We consider 
this to be generous but in keeping with sensitivity testing the smaller sites we are 
effectively showing the worst case scenario for viability in terms of recognised industry 
build costs.’  
 

In addition to the above the PBA paper also crucially makes an allowance for the increased sales values 
attributable to small schemes (as evidenced in the paper at para 2.5, p.4) – an element of viability which 
the BCIS paper does not address. Although the PBA paper does not reflect current affordable housing 
policy, we consider that it can be used to illustrate the impact of higher sales values as well as 
increased build costs on development viability. The PBA paper shows that any increase in build costs is 
generally at least off-set (if not surpassed) by the projected increase in sales values. As such we do not 

             
2
 ‘Housing development: the economics of small sites – the effect of project size on the cost of housing construction’. Report for The Federation of Small 

Businesses, BCIS (August 2015) 
3
 Babergh & Mid Suffolk Community Infrastructure Levy Viability Study Response to Additional Examiners Questions (July 2015)  

http://www.babergh.gov.uk/assets/Uploads-BDC/Economy/Strategic-Planning-Policy/LDF/CIL-documents/Draft-Charging-Schedule-consultation/PBA-Babergh-and-Mid-Suffolk-Viability-Study-Oct-2014-compressed.pdf
http://www.midsuffolk.gov.uk/assets/UploadsMSDC/Economy/Strategic-Planning-Policy/LDF/CIL/PBA-Response-to-Further-Examiners-Questions-14.7.15.pdf
http://www.midsuffolk.gov.uk/assets/UploadsMSDC/Economy/Strategic-Planning-Policy/LDF/CIL/PBA-Response-to-Further-Examiners-Questions-14.7.15.pdf


 

 

think that the BCIS paper should be taken alone as evidence of the decreased viability of smaller 
schemes as it only deals with one variable out of all the development appraisals inputs, or that it 
provides evidence that increased build costs have not been taken into account. 
 
A copy of this letter will be placed on the Council website. 
 
Yours sincerely, 

 
Matt Deakin 
Senior Policy Strategy Planner 
 
 


